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Abstract 

The past few years, the increased demand of multimedia 

applications and the growth in mobile data transfer have 

congested the 60 GHz sub-band. Therefore, millimeter-waves 

(mm-waves) are used to meet the needs of users. The 60 GHz 

band has recently received much attention because it enables 

attractive gigabit-per-second wireless applications. However, 

this band suffers great attenuation and penetration by 

obstacles. Hence, it has more restrictions placed on its use. 

This study simulates indoor mm-wave propagation at 61.5 

GHz frequency, analyses the main types of Path Loss Models 

(PLMs), and demonstrates the Root Mean Square (RMS) 

delay spread for co- and cross-polarizations. “Wireless InSite” 

was used to simulate the 4th floor inside the Faculty of 

Engineering at Al-Ahliyya Amman University in order to 

generate a large-scale PLM at a frequency of 61.5 GHz. The 

simulation used a set of three omnidirectional Transmitters 

(TXs), each with 3 dBi antenna gain and 25 dBm transmission 

power, and 26 directional Receivers (RXs), each with 8.5 dBi 

antenna gain, at distances ranging from 2.5 to 11.5 m for co-

and cross-polarized antennas, both in Line-Of-Sight (LOS) 

and Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) cases. The results showed 

that using the single-frequency Close-In (CI) reference 

distance PLM was the simplest solution, with fewer 

parameters, and ease of calculation and prediction. 

Keywords: 60 GHz, Large-scale PLMs, CI, CIX, FI, RMS 

delay spread, Simulation, mm-wave, Indoor propagation. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The rapid growth of personal communication devices, such as 

smart phones and tablets, coupled with consumer demand for 

ubiquitous data access, has motivated carriers to provide higher 

data rates and quality. Innovative technologies and new 

frequency bands, such as millimeter-waves (mm-waves) are 

needed to meet this demand [1]. 

The 60 GHz frequency band (frequencies of 57 to 64 GHz are 

available in North America and South Korea, and 59 to 66 

GHz is available in Europe and Japan) has been identified by 

Federal Communications Commission through several 

administrations as being suitable for a range of short-range 

communications technologies, and there are indications that 

equipment which utilizes this band is starting to become 

available [2]. The considerable amount of available bandwidth 

in 9 GHz (from 57 to 66 GHz) could enable multi gigabit 

communications for cellular, office, and in-home applications 

as a part of a fifth generation (5G) wireless system [3-9]. 

The propagation characteristics of the 60 GHz band are 

characterized by a high level of oxygen absorption and rain 

attenuation. At Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS), the 60 GHz 

frequency band suffers losses in obscurity of seculars, and 

reflection due to the low level of diffracted signals around 

obstacles, such as a room corner. This strict Path Loss (PL) 

curbs data bandwidth and limits coverage to under 10 meters. 

However, it does allow a high level of frequency reuse, and, 

therefore, remains attractive for a variety of short-range 

communications applications [10-13]. 

Path Loss Models (PLMs) are very important tools with which 

to comprehend and study the attenuation of signal propagation 

from Transmitters (TXs) to Receivers (RXs), and they allow 

the design of accurate channel models for network simulations, 

which help in designing communications systems. The most 

common single-frequency PLMs are the free space Close-In 

(CI) reference distance, free space CI reference distance with 

cross-polarized discriminator (CIX), and Floating Intercept 

(FI) models. These models will all be studied in this paper 

[14]. 

This research provides a comprehensive study of indoor 

propagation at the 60 GHz frequency band using different 

types of antennas, polarizations, and indoor materials to 

generate a large-scale PLM for enhancing 5G standards at 60 

GHz frequency band. Regardless, extensive indoor propagation 

simulations at the 60 GHz band are needed to accurately 

characterize and model the channel in order to design a capable 

indoor system at this band. 

The unlicensed 60 GHz band spectrum (starting at 57.24 GHz 

and ending at 65.88 GHz) has been divided into four 2.16 GHz 

bandwidth channels. Considering the worldwide frequency 

allocation for unlicensed operation at the 60 GHz band, the 

second channel (61.5 GHz) has been selected for this study 

since it is commonly used in different regions and countries 

[15]. 
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains large-

scale PLMs. Next, Section 3 examines the simulation setup 

using ‘Wireless InSite”. Then, Section 4 discusses the 

investigations and demonstrates the results of PLMs for some 

selected scenarios using “Wireless InSite.” Next, Section 5 

explains the delay spread calculations and results. Finally, 

Section 6 concludes this paper. 

 

LARGE-SCALE PLMS 

Large-scale PLMs estimate attenuation over the distance of 

propagation signals and are vital for designing 

communications systems. Different types (deterministic, 

empirical, and stochastic) of large-scale PLMs exist, but 

measurement-based PLMs provide realistic insight into the 

propagation characteristics of a wireless channel [16]. Three 

types of PLMs have been studied in this paper: CI, CIX, and 

FI. The CI PLM is defined by the Path Loss Exponent (PLE), 

𝑛 [14, 17]: 

𝑃𝐿𝐶𝐼(𝑓, 𝑑)[𝑑𝐵] = 𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿(𝑓, 𝑑𝑜) + 10𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
𝑑

𝑑0
) + 𝑋𝜎

𝐶𝐼   (1) 

                             𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿(𝑓, 𝑑𝑜) = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
4𝜋𝑑𝑜

𝜆
)

2

             (2) 

where 𝜆 is the wavelength in m, 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m, and 𝑋𝜎
𝐶𝐼  is a zero 

mean Gaussian random variable with standard deviation 𝜎𝐶𝐼 

given by [14, 16]: 

𝑋𝜎
𝐶𝐼 = 𝑃𝐿𝐶𝐼(𝑓, 𝑑)[𝑑𝐵] − 𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿(𝑓, 𝑑𝑜)[𝑑𝐵] −

                                        10𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑑) = 𝐴 − 𝑛𝐷                     (3) 

                        𝜎𝐶𝐼 = √∑
𝑋𝜎

𝐶𝐼2

𝑁
 = √∑

(𝐴−𝑛𝐷)2

𝑁
                        (4) 

where 𝐴 is 𝑃𝐿𝐶𝐼(𝑓, 𝑑) − 𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿(𝑓, 𝑑𝑜) in dB, 𝐷 is 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑑), 

and 𝑁 is the number of measured PL data points. The CI PLM 

uses a physically based reference distance 𝑑𝑜 , and  𝑛  is the 

mean PLE, which indicates how rapidly the PL increases with 

distance. 

An extension of the basic CI PLM for the special case of cross-

polarization is to add a constant attenuation factor, known as 

the cross-polarized discriminator (XPD). The CIX PLM 

equation is given by [16]: 

 𝑃𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑋(𝑓, 𝑑)[𝑑𝐵] = 𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿(𝑓, 𝑑𝑜)[𝑑𝐵] + 10𝑛(𝑉−𝑉)𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑑) +

 𝑋𝑃𝐷 [𝑑𝐵] + 𝑋𝜎
𝐶𝐼𝑋                            (5) 

𝑋𝑃𝐷 =
∑ 𝐴

𝑁
−

∑ 𝐷𝐴 ∑ 𝐷

𝑁 ∑ 𝐷2                         (6) 

Using the same notation as that used for the CI PLM, the zero 

mean Gaussian random variable is given by [14, 16, 17]: 

                         𝑋𝜎
𝐶𝐼𝑋 = 𝐴 − 𝑛(𝑉−𝑉)𝐷 − 𝑋𝑃𝐷                     (7) 

and the standard deviation 𝜎𝐶𝐼𝑋 is [16, 17]: 

𝜎𝐶𝐼𝑋 = √∑
𝑋𝜎

𝐶𝐼𝑋2

𝑁
 = √∑

(𝐴−𝑛(𝑉−𝑉)𝐷−𝑋𝑃𝐷)
2

𝑁
               (8) 

The FI PLM is currently used in standard work, such as the 3rd 

generation partnership project, and can be calculated as follows 

[18]: 

 𝑃𝐿𝐹𝐼(𝑑)[𝑑𝐵] = 𝛼 + 10𝛽𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑑 + 𝑋𝜎
𝐹𝐼          (9) 

Assuming 𝐵  is 𝑃𝐿𝐹𝐼(𝑑)  in dB then the zero mean Gaussian 

random variable is [16]: 

         𝑋𝜎
𝐹𝐼 = 𝐵 − 𝛼 − 𝛽𝐷   (10) 

and the standard deviation 𝜎𝐹𝐼 is [16]: 

  𝜎𝐹𝐼 = √∑
𝑋𝜎

𝐹𝐼2

𝑁
 = √∑

(𝐵−𝛼−𝛽𝐷)2

𝑁
               (11) 

where 𝛼 is the floating intercept given by [16]: 

           𝛼 =
∑ 𝐷 ∑ 𝐵𝐷−∑ 𝐷2 ∑ 𝐵

(∑ 𝐷)
2

−𝑁 ∑ 𝐷2
       (12) 

and 𝛽 is the slope of the line (not the same as the PLE) and 

given by [16]: 

                       𝛽 =
∑ 𝐷 ∑ 𝐵−𝑁 ∑ 𝐷𝐵

(∑ 𝐷)
2

−𝑁 ∑ 𝐷2
             (13) 

where 𝑋𝜎
𝐹𝐼 is a lognormal random variable with 0 dB mean and 

standard deviation 𝜎𝐹𝐼. 

 

SIMULATION SETUP USING “WIRELESS INSITE” 

“Wireless InSite” is the software tool used to give the closest 

scenario for signals propagating from TX to RX inside the area 

of interest [19-20]. 

The area of interest (31x41x3 m) is the 4th floor inside the 

Faculty of Engineering at AL-Ahliyya Amman University. The 

floor environment consists of office partitions, meeting rooms, 

classrooms, and laboratories. The materials used inside the 

area of interest are glass, wood, concrete, metal, and different 

types of walls, such as brick or dry-wall, as shown in Figure 1. 

Two types of antenna have been used (directional and 

Omnidirectional) to calculate PL for co- and cross-polarized 

antennas at 61.5 GHz frequency. 

 

(a) Brick wall. 
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(b) Dry-wall. 

Figure 1: Map of the 4th floor inside the Faculty of 

Engineering at AL-Ahliyya Amman University with 3 TX 

locations (green) and 26 RX locations (red). 

 

Omnidirectional antennas from the PASTERNAK Company 

(PE-W15A001) operating between 58 to 63 GHz has been 

used for the TXs. Three TXs (TX1, TX2, and TX3), each with 

25 dBm power, 3 dBi gain, and E-plane Half-Power Beam 

Width (HPBW) 360o, have been employed [21]. Directional 

antennas from the PERASO Company (PRS1125) operating 

between 57 to 66 GHz were used for the RXs. A set of 26 RXs, 

each with 8.5 dBi gain, 90o HPBW, and threshold -80 dBm 

have been employed to achieve a minimum data transfer speed 

of 385 Mb/s [11, 22]. The electrical parameters of the materials 

used to build the 4th floor are presented in Table 1 [19]. 

 

Table 1: Electrical parameters used for area of interest [19] 

The User 

Interface 
Material 

Relative 

Electrical 

Permittivity, 

𝜺𝒓 

Conductivity, 

𝝈 

(S/m) 

Thickness, 

(m) 

Ceiling & 

Floor 
Concrete 7 0.015 0.3 

Walls 

Brick 4.44 0.001 0.125 

Dry- 

wall 

Layer 

1 
2.8 0.001 0.0130 

Layer 

2 
1 0.00 0.0890 

Layer 

3 
2.8 0.001 0.0130 

Doors Wood 5 0 0.03 

Windows Glass 2.4 0 0.003 

 

The TX-RX separation distances range from 2.5 to 11.5 m. 

The TX antennas are set at height of 2 m above the floor, and 

the RX antennas are set at height of 1.5 m to emulate a human 

body. The simulation contains two antenna polarization 

combinations: Vertical-to-Vertical (V-V) and Vertical-to-

Horizontal (V-H). The TXs are always vertically polarized, 

while the RXs are vertically, and then horizontally polarized. 

 

RESULTS 

Omnidirectional (for the TXs) and directional (for the RXs) 

antennas are used in the modeling system to calculate the 

parameters of the PLMs (CI, CIX, and FI) for co- and cross- 

polarized antennas at a 61.5 GHz frequency using the 

equations discussed in Section 2. Different wall materials have 

been used (brick and dry-wall) to show their effects on PLMs 

parameters. 

A. Brick Wall 

This study has the following limitations: TX1 matches with the 

nearest RXs inside the area of interest, which number nearly 

10. The TX-RX separation distance ranges from 3.3 to 8 m, as 

shown in Figure 2(a). TX2 matches with 11 RXs. The TX-RX 

separation distance ranges from 2.7 to 11.5 m, as shown in 

Figure 2(b). Finally, TX3 matches with five RXs, and the TX-

RX separation distance ranges from 2.2 to 9 m, as shown in 

Figure 2(c). 

For the V-V Line-Of-Sight (LOS) case, one PL value has been 

noticed for each RX that has no obstacle between itself and the 

TX. In the V-V NLOS case, each RX in the set has registered 

approximately 5 to 7 readings, based on the sensitivity of the 

RX. The same process was followed for the V-H LOS and 

NLOS cases. 

For the brick wall scenario, the results have been divided into 

three sections. Each TX has separated parameters calculations 

for the CI, CIX, and FI PLMs, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

(a) Distribution of RXs around TX1. The two arrows represent 

the nearest and the farthest distance between TX1 and its RXs 

set. 
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 (b) Distribution of RXs around TX2. The two arrows 

represent the nearest and the farthest distance between TX2 

and its RXs set. 

 

(c) Distribution of RXs around TX3. The two arrows represent 

the nearest and the farthest distance between TX3 and its RXs 

set. 

Figure 2: Distribution of RXs around TX1, TX2, and TX3. 

Black arrow represents LOS path and red arrow represents 

NLOS path. 

 

B. TX1 

Figure 3 shows the scatter plot for the CI PLM parameters for 

an indoor environment with co-polarized antennas at TX1, 4 

LOS and 55 NLOS readings. Figure 4 represents cross-

polarized antennas case with 4 LOS and 42 NLOS readings. 

Table 2 summarizes the CI PLM parameters for both figures 

for TX1 with 𝑑𝑜 = 1  m. For TX1, the LOS PLE for co-

polarized is 1.77, which is less than the theoretical free space 

PLE of 2 due to waveguide effects and constructive 

interference from walls, the ceiling, and the floor. The Shadow 

Fadings (SFs) for V-V and V-H are 1.5 and 5 dB, respectively. 

In NLOS the SFs are 8 and 9 dB, respectively, which indicates 

larger fluctuation in received signal power about the mean 

received signal strength. The NLOS has a PLE of 4.24 for the 

co-polarized case due to obstructions, which require high 

penetration loss, and the small wavelength for the 61.5 GHz 

frequency. By using the strongest NLOS received power path 

from TX to RX (NLOS-Best), the PLE is reduced to 2.97, 

which is an important improvement. 

 

Table 2: Single-frequency CI PLM with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m for TX1 

Freq. Pol. 

LOS NLOS NLOS-Best 

PLE 
𝝈𝑪𝑰 

[dB] 
PLE 

𝝈𝑪𝑰 

[dB] 
PLE 

𝝈𝑪𝑰 

[dB] 

61.5 

GHz 

V-V 1.77 1.53 4.24 8 2.97 5.833 

V-H 4.8 5 6 9 5 6.5 

 

 

Figure 3: Single-frequency 61.5 GHz CI (𝑑𝑜 = 1 m) PLM 

parameters scatter plot with TX1 at a height of 2 m, and RX 

antennas at a height of 1.5 m in an atypical indoor office 

environment for co-polarized antennas. 

 

 

Figure 4: Single-frequency 61.5 GHz CI (𝑑𝑜  = 1m) PLM 

parameters scatter plot with TX1 at a height of 2 m, and RX 

antennas at a height of 1.5 m in an atypical indoor office 

environment for cross-polarized antennas. 
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Table 3 displays the 61.5 GHz frequency CIX PLM parameters 

indoor environment for cross-polarized antennas with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 

m. In the CIX PLM, the same value of PLE found for the V-V 

co-polarized antennas has been used, and the value of XPD has 

been calculated using Eqn. (6). As shown in Eqn. (5), the XPD 

used in the CIX PLM has been added to the CI PLM to reduce 

the error between the simulation for cross-polarized PL and the 

estimator. 

When examining Table 3, in the LOS case, the XPD factor is 

larger than that in the NLOS case by approximately 7 dB, 

which indicates that, in the LOS environment, the effect of the 

cross-polarized antennas is great. In Table 2, the LOS PLE for 

V-V polarization is 1.77, which is much smaller than the V-H 

LOS PLE of 4.88. In the NLOS case, PLEs are 4.24 and 6 for 

the V-V and V-H polarizations, respectively, which indicates 

an important depolarization effect in the NLOS indoor 

environment at a 61.5 GHz frequency. 

The V-H CIX PLM is an efficient estimator compared to the 

V-H CI PLM because it has a smaller SF value (5 dB, 2.5 dB 

in LOS; and 9 dB, 6.5 dB in NLOS).  

Table 4 shows the FI PLM parameters, NLOS and NLOS-Best, 

for TX1. Here, 𝛼 is the floating intercept in dB (not the same 

value as Free Space Path Loss (FSPL)) and 𝛽 is the slope of 

line (not the same value as the PLE), 𝑋𝜎
𝐹𝐼  is a zero mean 

Gaussian describe signal fluctuations about the mean of PL 

that is like to CIX and CI PLMs. For NLOS V-V and V-H 

polarization cases, 𝛽  values are less than PLE at same 

environments. This indicates a channel with extremely low 

loss. At TX1, FI PLM parameters lack of fundamental physical 

sense. 

C. TX2 

TX2 was placed in the center of an open area along the 

corridor, as shown in Figure 2(b). Most RXs, located around 

TX2, were in LOS with TX2. On average, the distances 

between TX2 and its RXs were the longest compared with the 

other sets. As a result, the travelled path distance will be the 

longest in this case.  

Figure 5 shows the CI PLM parameters scatter plot for co-

polarized antennas in an indoor environment, with 8 LOS and 

58 NLOS readings. Figure 6 shows the cross-polarized 

antennas case, this time with 8 LOS and 25 NLOS readings. 

Table 5 summarizes the CI PLM parameters for both figures 

for TX2 with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m. For TX2, the LOS PLE for the co-

polarized antennas is 1.8, which is larger than the LOS PLE for 

TX1 due to the larger average distance between TX2 and its 

RXs set. In the LOS case, the SFs for the V-V and V-H 

polarizations are 1.5 and 8 dB, respectively. In the NLOS case, 

the SFs are 10.5 and 13 dB, respectively, which indicates 

larger fluctuation in received signal power about the mean 

received signal strength. For TX2, the NLOS PLE for the co-

polarized case is 4.5, which is larger than that for TX1. The 

NLOS-Best PLE is reduced to 3.33. 

Table 6 summarizes the CIX PLM parameters for cross-

polarized antennas. It shows that the XPD factor for the LOS 

case (21 dB) is larger than in the NLOS case (14 dB), while 

both are larger than the XPD values for TX1. The SF in the 

LOS case is 1.8 and 10 dB in the NLOS case. This indicates an 

efficient estimator in CIX PLM compared to CI PLM. 

 

Table 3: Single-frequency CIX PLM parameters with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m for TX1 

Freq. Pol. 
LOS NLOS NLOS-Best 

𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 [dB] 𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 [dB] 𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 [dB] 

61.5 GHz V-H 1.77 20 2.5 4.24 13 6.5 2.97 15.3 4.5 

 

Table 4: Single-frequency FI PLM parameters for TX1 

Freq. Pol. 
NLOS NLOS-Best 

𝜶 [dB] 𝜷 𝝈𝑭𝑰 [dB] 𝜶 [dB] 𝜷 𝝈𝑭𝑰 [dB] 

61.5 GHz 
V-V 87.67 1.47 6.5 84.64 0.7 5 

V-H 101.1 1.2 4.5 92.22 1.65 4 

 

Table 5: Single-frequency CI PLM parameters with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m for TX2 

Freq. Pol. 
LOS NLOS NLOS-Best 

PLE 𝝈𝑪𝑰 [dB] PLE 𝝈𝑪𝑰 [dB] PLE 𝝈𝑪𝑰 [dB] 

61.5 GHz 
V-V 1.8 1.5 4.5 10.54 3.33 6.8 

V-H 4.52 8 5.78 13 5 10 

 

Table 6: Single-frequency CIX PLM parameters with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m for TX2 

Freq. Pol. 

LOS NLOS NLOS-Best 

𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 
𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 

[dB] 
𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) 

XPD 

[dB] 

𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 

[dB] 
𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 [dB] 

61.5 GHz V-H 1.8 21 1.8 4.5 14 10 3.33 17 5.23 
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Figure 5: Single-frequency 61.5 GHz CI (𝑑𝑜 = 1 m) PLM parameters for TX2 at a height of 2 m, and RX antennas at a height of 

1.5 m in an atypical office indoor environment for co-polarized antennas. 

 

 

Figure 6: Single-frequency 61.5 GHz CI (𝑑𝑜 =1 m) PLM parameters for TX2 at a height of 2 m, and RX antennas at a height of 

1.5 m in an atypical indoor office environment for cross-polarized antennas. 

 

Table 7 shows FI PLM parameters, LOS and NLOS, for TX2. 

Here, the 𝛼 value for V-V polarization is larger than FSPL at 1 

m in the same environment, and it is more than 20 dB 

compared to the V-H polarization case. This is an evidence 

that the FI model lacks a physical contact to the transmitted 

signal. 

For the FI PLM at TX1 and TX2 in the first meters of 

propagation there is no physical sense of what happens in the 

practical NLOS or LOS scenarios, and, furthermore, the value 

of 𝛽 ranges between 0.13 and 1.5, which is less than the PLE 

in the NLOS environment for both V-V and V-H polarizations. 

This makes it impossible to predict the fact that the NLOS V-H 

polarization signal is more tolerant of increased attenuation 

than in other cases. 

Table 7: Single-frequency FI PLM parameters for TX2 

Freq. Pol. 
LOS NLOS 

𝜶 [dB] 𝜷 𝝈𝑭𝑰 [dB] 𝜶 [dB] 𝜷 𝝈𝑭𝑰 [dB] 

61.5 GHz 
V-V 71.2 1.45 1 99 0.54 7 

V-H 93.41 1.1 1 110.69 0.13 3.5 

 

Since the FI model is sensitive to the data sample and the lack 

of a data sample, perhaps the cause of the issues with 𝛼 and 

𝛽 isn’t rooted in a physical sense. The difference in 𝜎 between 

the CI and FI models is small in almost all cases.   

D. TX3 

TX3 was placed in the right corner inside the second office, as 

shown in Figure 2(c). Most RXs, located around TX3, were in 
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NLOS with TX3. Hence, only the NLOS case was considered 

in this scenario. The average distances between TX3 and its 

RXs were almost equal to the average distances between TX1 

and its RXs. Hence, the values of the PLM parameters in this 

scenario are very close to the values of the PLM parameters in 

the TX1 scenario. 

Figure 7 shows the scatter plot of the CI PLM parameters for 

co-polarized antennas in an indoor environment with 33 NLOS 

readings. Figure 8 depicts the cross-polarized antennas case 

with 25 NLOS readings. Table 8 summarizes the CI PLM 

parameters for both figures for TX3 with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m. In the TX3 

scenario, the NLOS PLE for co-polarized antennas is 4, which 

is almost equal to the NLOS PLE for TX1. The SFs for co- and 

cross-polarized antennas are 11.5 and 12.5 dB, respectively, 

which are the highest values of SF obtained in the three 

scenarios. 

Table 9 summarizes CIX PLM parameters for cross-polarized 

antennas. The XPD value is 13.2 dB, which is similar to the 

XPD value (13 dB) from Table 3. The similarity between the 

two scenarios leads to almost similar values for the PLMs 

parameters, which confirms their validity. 

 

Table 8: Single-frequency CI PLM parameters with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m 

for TX3 

Freq. Pol. 
NLOS NLOS-Best 

PLE 𝝈𝑪𝑰 [dB] PLE 𝝈𝑪𝑰 [dB] 

61.5 GHz 
V-V 4 11.5 2.92 10.59 

V-H 5.6 12.5 5 14.2 

 

Table 9: Single-frequency CIX PLM parameters with 𝑑𝑜 =

1 m for TX3 

Freq. Pol. 
NLOS NLOS-Best 

𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 [dB] 𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 [dB] 

61.5 GHz V-H 4 13.2 10 2.92 17 9.8 

 

E. Dry-wall 

In this section, the material of the wall has been switched from 

brick to dry-wall. The same simulation procedures in the 

previous section have been followed to discover the impact of 

changing material on the values of PL parameters, as depicted 

in Figure 1(b). For indoor propagation, it is important to study 

characterized power attenuation in relation to electrical 

parameters [23]. 

Table 1 shows that the materials, brick and dry-wall, have a 

small difference in thickness, but the value of 𝜀𝑟 in the brick 

material (4.44) is larger than that for the dry-wall material 

(2.8). Tables 10, 11, and 12 summarize the CI PLM for co- and 

cross-polarized antennas in an indoor environment for TX1, 

TX2, and TX3. 

 

Figure. 7: Single-frequency 61.5 GHz CI (𝑑𝑜 = 1 m) PLM 

parameters for TX3 at a height of 2 m, and RX antennas height 

of 1.5 m in an atypical indoor office environment for co-

polarized antennas. 

 

 

Figure. 8: Single-frequency 61.5 GHz CI (𝑑𝑜 = 1 m) PLM 

parameters for TX3 at a height of 2 m, and RX antennas height 

of 1.5 m in an atypical indoor office environment for cross-

polarized antennas. 

 

Table 10 summarizes the dry-wall scenario for TX1. The 

NLOS PLE for the co-polarized antenna is 4.19, which is less 

than the PLE for the brick wall under the same conditions. For 

TX2 and TX3, Tables 11 and 12 show that the values of PLE 

for co-polarized antennas are also less for the dry-wall than 

brick wall under the same conditions. These values are 4.33 

and 4.13, respectively. The values of the SF are almost 

identical for the two scenarios. For the dry-wall scenario, 

Tables 13, 14, and 15 summarize the parameters for the CIX 

PLM with cross-polarized antennas in an indoor environment 

for TX1, TX2, and TX3, respectively.   
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Table 10: Single-frequency CI PLM parameters with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m for TX1 

Freq. Pol. 
LOS NLOS NLOS-Best 

PLE 𝝈𝑪𝑰 [dB] PLE 𝝈𝑪𝑰 [dB] PLE 𝝈𝑪𝑰 [dB] 

61.5 GHz 
V-V 1.77 1.53 4.19 7 2.29 5.97 

V-H 4.8 5 5.8 8 5 7.24 

 

Table 11: Single-frequency CI PLM parameters with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m for TX2 

Freq. Pol. 
LOS NLOS NLOS-Best 

PLE 𝝈𝑪𝑰 [dB] PLE 𝝈𝑪𝑰 [dB] PLE 𝝈𝑪𝑰 [dB] 

61.5 GHz 
V-V 1.8 1.5 4.33 8.52 3.5 7.2 

V-H 4.52 8 6 11.5 5.4 10 

 

Table 12: Single-frequency CI PLM parameters with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m for TX3 

Freq. Pol. 
NLOS NLOS-Best 

PLE 𝝈𝑪𝑰 [dB] PLE 𝝈𝑪𝑰 [dB] 

61.5 GHz 
V-V 4.13 11.22 2.92 8.87 

V-H 5.3 12 4.39 9 

 

Table 13: Single-frequency CIX PLM parameters with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m for TX1 

Freq. Pol. 
LOS NLOS NLOS-Best 

𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD[dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 [dB] 𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 [dB] 𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 [dB] 

61.5 GHz V-H 1.77 20 2.5 4.19 12.3 6 2.29 16 5.14 

 

Table 14: Single-frequency CIX PLM parameters with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m for TX2 

Freq. Pol. 
LOS NLOS NLOS-Best 

𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 [dB] 𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 [dB] 𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿 [dB] 

61.5 GHz V-H 1.8 21 1.8 4.33 14 8.5 3.5 16 6 

 

Table 15: Single-frequency CIX PLM parameters with 𝑑𝑜 = 1 m for TX3 

Freq. Pol. 
NLOS NLOS-Best 

𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿[dB] 𝒏(𝑽−𝑽) XPD [dB] 𝝈𝑪𝑰𝑿[dB] 

61.5 GHz V-H 4.13 11 9 2.92 13 5.4 

 

For the NLOS case, the XPD factors for TX1, TX2, and TX3 

are 12.3, 14, and 11 dB, respectively. These values are less 

than or equal to the brick wall material XPD values, which are 

13, 14, and 13.2 dB, respectively. This shows the impact of 

𝜀𝑟 on PLE values for the NLOS case. 

 

DELAY SPREAD 

In wireless communication system, transmitted data are 

received by the RX after passing through a radio channel, 

which can be represented by an unknown time-varying filter. 

Transmitted signals are scattered and reflected, reaching the 

RX through many paths. Images of different symbols arrive at 

the same time, causing Inter Symbol Interference (ISI). ISI due 

to time dispersion is treated with an equalization technique. 

Huge data rates, with narrower symbol duration, requiring 

highly complex process equalizers [24]. 

The Root Mean Square (RMS) delay spread is defined as the 

square root of the second central moment of the power delay 

profile, and the formula for calculating the RMS delay spread 

is defined as [13, 25, 26]: 

 𝜎𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √𝑡 2̅ − 𝑡̅2   (14) 

RMS delay spread is explained mathematically in detail in the 

following equations [13]: 

𝜎𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √
∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑖

2𝑁𝑃
𝑖=1

𝑃𝑅
− 𝑡̅2   (15) 

where 𝑃𝑅 is the average received power, 𝑁𝑃 is the number of 

paths, 𝑃𝑖  is the time averaged power in watts of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ path, 

and 𝑡𝑖 is the time of arrival [13]: 

                               𝑡𝑖 =
𝐿𝑖

𝑐
    (16) 

where 𝐿𝑖 is the total geometrical path length and 𝑐 is the speed 

of light in free space. The mean time of arrival is [13]: 
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                                  𝑡̅ =
∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑖

𝑁𝑝
𝑖=1

𝑃𝑅
                 (17) 

Figures 9 and 10 display the Cumulative Distribution Function 

(CDF) for the RMS delay spread, with a combined two 

scenarios of LOS and NLOS, at a 61.5 GHz frequency for V-V 

and V-H polarizations, respectively. Both figures show that the 

RMS delay spread is less than 30 ns for both scenarios in an 

indoor environment at a 61.5 GHz frequency. The means of the 

RMS delay spreads are between 8 to 20 ns. These values are 

within acceptable range for a 60 GHz band [27].  

 

 

Figure 9: A CDF plot showing the RMS delay spread for V-V 

polarization case. 

 

 

Figure 10: A CDF plot showing the RMS delay spread for V-

H polarization case. 

 

The mean RMS delay spread at 61.5 GHz is larger than the 

mean RMS at 73 GHz (8 to 13 ns) and lower than the mean 

RMS at 2.25 GHz by approximately 40%(20 to 28 ns) due to 

high penetration caused by walls. At 61.5 GHz, multipath 

components have been observed that came from reflected 

waves in the same room, but, at 2.25 GHz, the reflected waves 

came from neighboring rooms, and had a significantly longer 

delay [16]. 

At TX2, the mean RMS delay spread is 20 ns which is the 

largest value for the TXs in both the LOS and NLOS cases. 

Actually, the mean RMS delay spread in the NLOS case is 

larger than in the LOS case at the same location since 

obstructions attenuated or blocked the direct path, causing 

multipaths to reach the RXs over a larger time interval, and 

making the travel distances longer. Moreover, paths need a 

longer propagation time interval to reach the RXs from TX2, 

because the travel distances are greater than they are for TX1 

and TX3.  

At 61.5 GHz, the RMS delay spread for V-H polarization is 

larger than that for V-V polarization, most likely due to the 

capture of extra energy in an indoor mm-wave environment 

(based on wave cross-polarized antennas from TX to RX). In 

addition, in some cases like TX2, a larger RMS delay spread (1 

to 2 ns) has been noticed for V-H polarization compared to V-

V polarization [16]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This research provided a study of an indoor mm-wave channel 

at 61.5 GHz frequency. Using different types of antennas, 

polarizations, and materials, an RMS delay spread and PLM 

(CI, CIX, and FI) parameters were generated.  

Analysis showed that, for the 61.5 GHz indoor environment 

scenarios, the large-scale PL over distance was modeled with 

good precision and required just one parameter for the CI PLM 

to insure a physical tie to the TX power. The FI PLM lacked 

intuition and required an additional parameter. 

The CI PLM for co-polarized antennas as appeared to have a 

constructive interference due to wave guiding and reflections. 

This resulted in nearly identical LOS PLEs of 1.77 and 1.8 for 

TX1 and TX2, respectively, both smaller than the theoretical 

FSPL PLE (𝑛=2). 

In the NLOS case, the PL suffered greater attenuation than in 

the LOS case. This amounted to 42.4 dB (𝑛=4.24), 45 dB 

(𝑛=4.5), and 40 dB (𝑛=4) per decade of distance for TX1, TX2, 

and TX3, respectively. Using the same scenarios, the large 

attenuations were significantly reduced (resulting in 𝑛=2.97 for 

TX1, 𝑛=3.33 for TX2, and 𝑛=2.92 for TX3) when NLOS-Best 

was used. The SF increased from LOS to NLOS for all RXs, 

which indicated a large signal fluctuation in the NLOS case. 

The PLE for cross-polarized antennas indicated significant 

depolarization in the NLOS indoor environment at 61.5 GHz. 

For the LOS case, the largest XPD factors of 20 and 21 dB 
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were found for cross-polarized antennas in TX1 and TX2, 

respectively. In the CIX PLM, there was less fluctuation in 

received signal strength about the mean compared to the CI 

cross-polarized antennas PLM. The CIX is a simple and useful 

PLM for cross-polarized antennas systems, and it improved the 

SF when compared to CI PLM. The CIX SF was reduced by 

2.5 dB for both cases, LOS and NLOS, at TX1. For TX2, the 

SF was reduced by 6.2 and 3 dB for LOS and NLOS, 

respectively. 

The FI PLM lacked a physical basis for electromagnetic 

propagation. The CI PLM explained better the physical 

propagation at 61.5 GHz compared to FI PLM. In the TX2 

scenario, the values of 𝛽 for V-V polarization were 1.45 and 

0.54 for LOS and NLOS cases, respectively. This indicates no 

meaning for PL with distance using the FI PLM. The better 

stability and physical sensibility of CI PLM was due to the 

fixation of received power at 1 m from the TX. The FI PLM 

required two parameters, while the CI PLM required just one 

parameter. 

At TX2, the LOS PLE for co-polarized antennas was 1.8, 

which was larger than the PLE for TX1, and due to the larger 

distance between TX2 and its RXs. Also, in the V-V NLOS 

case, the value of the PLE was larger than it was in the TX1 

scenario. The difference in 𝜎 between the two TXs was small 

in almost all cases. 

In Section 4 (E), the material of walls has changed from brick 

to dry-wall and the value of 𝜀𝑟  decreased from 4.44 to 2.8. 

Hence, the value of PL also decreased. For dry-wall scenario, 

the NLOS PLE for V-V polarization was less than the value 

for the brick walls scenario. Using the NLOS-Best at TX1, the 

value of PLE decreased from 2.97 to 2.29, but the SF was 

equal in all cases.  

Ninety-percent of RMS delay spread was under 28 ns for both 

LOS and NLOS environments. The mean RMS delay spread 

for the three TXs was between 6 to 19 ns for V-V polarization 

and 6 to 20 ns for V-H polarization. The reasons behind the 

difference in values of the mean RMS delay spread between 

the three TXs are related to the different distances, in total, 

between each TX and its RXs, and the number of obstacles that 

the paths faced.  
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